Mutations of the glucokinase gene have been implicated in the development of glucose intolerance in pedigrees with maturity-onset diabetes of the young. However, the contribution of the glucokinase gene to the aetiology of common Type 2 (non-insulin-dependent) diabetes mellitus is uncertain. We have studied the role of the glucokinase gene in the pathogenesis of Type 2 diabetes in South Indians, using both population-association and linkage methodology. A pair of CA-repeat sequences (GCK(3") and GCK(5')) straddling the glucokinase gene were employed as markers, each subject being typed using the polymerase chain reaction and polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. Comparisons of allele frequencies at these markers were made between 168 Type 2 diabetic subjects and 70 racially-matched control subjects. No differences in allele frequencies were apparent at the GCK(5') marker; however, there were significant differences in allele frequencies at the GCK(3') marker between the Type 2 diabetic subjects and control subjects (Z2= 11.6, dr= 3, p = 0.009) with an increase of the z allele (78.0 % vs 66.4 %) and a decrease of the z + 2 allele (13.7 % vs 25.0 %) amongst the diabetic subjects. Linkage between glucose intolerance and the glucokinase gene was studied in 53 nuclear pedigrees under a variety of genetic models. Linkage was excluded (lod score < -2) at a recombination fraction of zero under five of the ten models used and highly unlikely (-2 < lod score < -1) under the others. The combination of positive association and negative linkage suggests that glucokinase acts as a minor gene influencing the development of Type 2 diabetes within this population.
The importance of genetic influences in the development of Type 2 (non-insulin-dependent) diabetes mellitus is emphasised by a wide variety of twin, family and population studies [1] . However, the specific genetic determinants of glucose intolerance remain largely unknown and no clear consensus has emerged as to the number of different genes which may contribute to glucose intolerance either within an individual or within a population. Despite evidence for a major gene in certain populations at extreme risk of diabetes [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] it is likely that more typically, Type 2 diabetes is a genetically heterogeneous condition and that genetic and environmental influences affecting both insulin action and insulin secretion contribute to the development of the diabetic phenotype [7] .
Glucokinase had long been considered a plausible candidate gene for a pathogenetic role in Type 2 diabetes [8, 9] . Expressed in liver and beta cells, this enzyme is responsible for the phosphorylation of glucose to glucose 6-phosphate. In contrast to other hexokinases, it has a high Km value and is not inhibited by glucose 6-phosphate; thus, rates of glucose phosphorylation within these tissues vary in tandem with glucose levels within the physiological range. This has led to the suggestion that, within the beta cell, glucokinase is a critical element of the 'glucose sensor', and that, in the liver, glucokinase is an important arbiter of hepatic glucose flux [8, 9] .
Recently, unequivocal evidence has been presented [10, 11] demonstrating linkage between the glucokinase gene and glucose intolerance in several French and one British pedigree segregating for maturity-onset diabetes of the young (MODY). Mutations within the coding sequence of the glucokinase gene have been identified in affected individuals within these pedigrees [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] and shown to be associated with impaired glucose-stimulated insulin release [17] [18] [19] .
The relevance of these findings to Type 2 diabetes as a whole is uncertain. The phenotype of subjects with glucokinase-linked glucose intolerance is predominantly one of insulin secretory disturbance [17] [18] [19] leading to hyperglycaemia which is typically mild, of early-onset and only slowly progressive with age [19] . The relative contributions of defects in insulin secretion and insulin action to For age, onset and BMI results are given as mean (SD) . No details available amongst the blood donor control subjects (n = 25). b Ranges of onset of Type 2 diabetes were 21-47 years (probands) and 11-72 years (clinic). ~ Many Type 2 diabetic subjects treated with insulin were also receiving oral hypoglycaemic agents the development of Type 2 diabetes has been a matter of considerable debate [7] but subjects with diabetes necessarily have insulin secretion inappropriately low for the prevailing level of glycaemia. A major role for glucokinase in the development of Type 2 diabetes is thus feasible; given the likely heterogeneity of Type 2 diabetes the importance of glucokinase may vary in different ethnic groups.
Population-association studies involving Type 2 diabetic subjects have yielded contradictory results with reports of positive associations in Mauritian Creoles [20] and in US Blacks [21] whereas no association was evident amongst Mauritian Indians [20] and Caucasoids [15, 22] . Linkage analysis of the glucokinase gene in Europid Type 2 diabetic pedigrees has been reported as negative [ 
231.
In South Indians, the Type 2 diabetic phenotype bears a number of superficial similarities to the phenotype of those individuals with glucokinase-linked glucose intolerance, including a relatively early age of onset [24, 25] and strong familial aggregation [26] . Furthermore, normoglycaemic first-degree relatives of Type 2 diabetic subjects from South India have evidence of a beta-cell defect which may imply a primary abnormality in insulin secretion [27] . In this article, we report studies performed to define the contribution of defects in the glucokinase gene to the development of glucose intolerance in this population.
Subjects and methods

Population study
All patient groups used in the population-association studies were unrelated Dravidian (South Indian) subjects recruited via the Diabetes Research Centre in Madras.
Type 2 diabetes was defined by an insidious onset of the disease without ketosis; treatment with insulin was not considered a cause for exclusion provided at least 5 years had elapsed between diagnosis and insulin therapy. The Type 2 diabetic subjects studied were derived from two groups: a) 116 unrelated Type 2 diabetic subjects recruited from the clinic (clinic group), and b) 52 unrelated probands with Type 2 diabetes from the families under study (proband group).
Fifty Type i (insulin-dependent) diabetic subjects were so designated on the basis of an acute onset of symptoms before 35 years of age, susceptibility to ketosis and an absolute dependence on exogenously administered insulin; furthermore, to exclude fibrocalculous pancreatic diabetes (FCPD) all had normal abdominal X-ray and pancreatic ultrasound investigations. Further confirmation of their diagnosis has been afforded by previous studies which indicate that these subjects show the HLA associations typical of Type 1 diabetes [28] .
Control subjects were recruited from amongst blood donors (n = 25) or from staff and spouses of patients at the MV Hospital for Diabetes (n = 45). None had a first-degree family history of diabetes and, in all, random blood glucose estimations were less than 6.7 mmol/1. Characteristics of the different groups are given in Table 1 .
Family study
The nuclear families employed in linkage analysis (n = 53) were recruited on the following basis: all. individuals were of Dravidian origin and were identified through a proband affected with Type 2 diabetes who had both parents and at least one sibling alive and available for study. Available family members were submitted to clinical assessment including anthropometric measurements and a 75-g oral glucose tolerance test [29] , Where a subject was already receiving oral hypoglycaemic agents or insulin (provided insulin treatment was not instituted within 5 years of diagnosis) a diagnosis of Type 2 diabetes was accepted without repeating a full oral glucose tolerance test, provided a glucose measurement consistent with diabetes had been recorded in the past. Clinical details of the pedigrees are given in Table 2 .
Each available family member donated 10 ml of blood which was stored at -20 ~ prior to and during transport to the UK.
Paternity of family members was verified by typing all members at a number of polymorphic loci (HLA-D Qc~, tyrosine hydroxylase, insulin gene). Two parentage exclusions were identified and these individuals were excluded from analysis. These studies were approved by the Ethical Committee of the MV Hospital for Diabetes, Madrasie. All the subjects gave their informed consent to venepuncture.
Laboratory methods
DNA was extracted from thawed blood either by standard phenolchloroform methods or by preparation of crude lysates (to a final volume of 250 gl from 250 gl of thawed blood) [30] .
The glucokinase gene on chromosome 7 p13 was studied through two polymorphic dinucleotide repeat markers, here termed GCK(3') [31] and GCK(5') [32, 33] . GCK(3') is located 10 kilobase (kb) 3' to the coding region of the glucokinase gene and GCK(5') 6 kb upstream; therefore these markers straddle the coding region of the gene with a physical separation of at least 50 kb [15] .
Amplification of the GCK(3') repeat was performed in a 100-gl volume containing 45 pmol of each of the primers (9510-5'-CCC ACA CCA AAA CTG CCT GTA TTA G-3' and 9509-5'-TTG Age and age at onset of diabetes given as mean (SD). IGT, Impaired glucose tolerance. "One father and one proband were excluded from analysis as the result of non-paternity (5') were hGK-CA-1 (5'-AAC AGA TAC GCT TCA TCC TG-3') and hGK-CA-2 (5'-TGT CTG CAA CTF ACT CTT AC-3') [32] . Amplification conditions were similar to those for GCK(3') except in the following respects: reaction volume of 50 pl, no TMAC, 1.5 U of Taq DNA polymerase, 10 pmol of each primer, 30 cycles with annealing at 59 ~ (2 min) and extension at 72 ~ (2 min).
In each case between 3 and 5 gl of polymerase chain reaction product was loaded onto a 10 % non-denaturing polyacrylamide gel and visualised by staining with ethidium bromide (0.5 mg/1 for 30 min) after 16-20 h electrophoresis at 350 V (11 W). Alleles were sized by reference to ] kb marker (BRL, Paisley, Strathclyde, UK).
Analysis of allele and genotype frequencies
Allele frequencies were compared in the various patient groups using chi-square. The three null hypotheses under test were that the distributions of alleles were: i) no different in control and Type 2 diabetic subjects, ii) no different between the two groups of Type 2 diabetic subjects and iii) no different between control and Type 1 diabetic subjects. The significance of deviations from independence for these comparisons was judged at the 5 % level. Linkage disequilibrium was tested by chi-squared analysis of the cross-tabulation of alleles in those haplotypes which could be unequivocally assigned (i.e. all except those (18 % of the total) heterozygous at both loci). Loglinear analysis was performed on genotype data to explore further the significance of interactions a) between the two marker loci and b) between the marker loci and affection status [34] .
Potential allele effects on continuous variables were assessed using parametric statistics (analysis of variance) with logarithmic transformation where appropriate. Non-parametric statistics (Mann-Whitney U) were used when the criteria for parametric analysis could not be established. All the above analyses were performed using SPSS-PC software.
Linkage analys&
Evidence for linkage was sought using the MLINK and LINKMAP programs of the LINKAGE package [35] accessed remotely at the Human Genome Mapping Project Resource Centre, Harrow, Middx., UK. Liability classes used to code for penetrance were derived from a combination of age, sex and urban/rural habitat, these being the major situational variables determining prevalence in epidemiology-based surveys of Type 2 diabetes in South Indians [24, 25] . The prevalence of diabetes was considered to rise from 0.1% in the lowest liability class (all males and rural/semi-urban females less than 24 years of age) to 35 % in liability class 9 (e.g. semiurban females over 55 years of age).
A set of Dravidian nuclear families in whom the proband was identified without knowledge of the family history (n = 48) had previously been used to derive suitable genetic models for Type 2 diabetes in this population, using complex segregation analysis performed using the programs COMDS [36] and POINTER [37] (McCarthy MI et al., unpublished data): estimates of gene frequency and penetrance functions derived for the best-fitting singlegene models were used as parameters to describe the putative diabetes-causing gene (models 1 to 3) (Table 3 ). However, since many of the models so derived ascribed 100% penetrance to ho- Fig. 1 . Examples of results of electrophoresis of polymerase chain reaction products following amplification for GCK(3') (left) and GCK(5') (right). Subjects shown are tmrelated. Genotype results are given below each sample. For GCK(3') z represents the most common allele and others are shown by size relative to z (z + 2,z + 4). For GCK(5') the actual size in base pairs (bp) is given -the most frequent allele is 139 bp mozygote carriers of the disease-causing allele amongst members of the highest liability class, a figure higher than indicated e.g. by twin studies [1] , further models (models 4 to 6) limiting penetrance to 90% and introducing a minimum 5% phenocopy rate throughout the higher liability classes were also used. Other models treating impaired glucose tolerance (IGT) as affected were derived from the preliminary segregation analysis and employed (models 7 to 9). Since GCK mutations in MODY seem to be dominant and associated with early onset of glucose intolerance a further model was introduced derived from the penetrance function employed by Hattersley et al. [11] (model 10): for this model, liability class was recoded solely to reflect age, and affection was considered to incorporate impaired glucose tolerance and diabetes. For all analyses the allele frequencies for GCK(3') and GCK(5') in the control populations were used. All linkage analyses were conducted assuming two different recombination fractions (03,5,) between the two markers (03,5, = 0 and 03,s, = 0.001), the latter chosen to reflect the fact that the two markers are separated by a minimum of 50 kb [15] .
The program HOMOG was used to determine any evidence for heterogeneity between the pedigrees [38] although it is recognised that the power to detect heterogeneity is poor when multiple small nuclear families are used [39] . The results of linkage analysis were interpreted in the light of linkage simulation studies with SIMLINK [38, 40] conducted on the same families using a four allele system with polymorphism information content (PIC value) similar to that of the GCK haplotype system. A number of the linkage models were tested to establish the likely range oflod scores obtained for a candidate gene linked to the marker at a recombination fraction (0d) of zero under assumptions that the candidate gene was responsible for diabetes in 50 %, 75 % and 100 % of families.
Results
Allele frequencies in control populations
T h e alleles identified in South I n d i a n subjects (Fig. 1 [22, 31, 32] with no evidence for the larger (z + 10) allele found at the GCK(3") locus in groups with A f r i c a n a d m i x t u r e [20, 21, 31] . The frequencies of alleles at G C K ( 3 ' ) differed b e t w e e n our control group (Table 4) 
Population-association findings
The frequencies of alleles and genotypes for the different subject groups are shown for GCK(3') in Tables 4 and 6 for GCK(5') in Tables 5 and 7 . Genotype frequencies revealed no significant departures from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium. At the GCK(3') locus there were significant differences between the allele frequencies amongst control subjects and Type 2 diabetic subjects 0( 2 = 11.6, dr= 3, p = 0.009) with a lower frequency of the z + 2 allele (13.7 % vs 25 %) and higher frequency of the z allele (78.0 % vs 66.4 %) in the Type 2 diabetic subjects. The two subgroups of Type 2 diabetic subjects did not differ significantly (Z 2 = 1.4, df = 2, p = 0.49) and both were significantly different from the control group (clinic group Z 2 = 8.3, dr= 3, p = 0.040: proband group Z 2 = 7.9, dr= 3, p = 0.047). Allelic frequencies of subjects with Type i diabetes were no different from the control subjects (Z 2 = 1.4, dr= 3, p = 0.70). There were no significant associations between disease and allele frequencies at the GCK(5') locus. Given the previously-published relationship between glucokinase and MODY, a subgroup of 31 individuals were identified within the Type 2 diabetic group by virtue of age at diagnosis of diabetes less than 25 years and a positive first-degree family history of diabetes. The allele frequencies in this subgroup (GCK(3') z, 49 (79.0%); z+2, 6 (9.6%); z+4, 7 (11.3 % )) revealed a trend towards a lower frequency of the z + 2 allele but there was no significant difference between diabetic individuals meeting these criteria for MODY and those not doing so (2 "2 = 1.7, df = 2,p = 0.43). Comparison of allele frequencies between control and Type 2 diabetic subjects remained significant after excluding the 31 individuals meeting criteria for MODY (t22= 9.1, dr=3, p = 0.03).
Haplotypes were assigned wherever possible (i.e. excepting those double heterozygotes in whom haplotypes could not be assigned unequivocally); amongst these haplotypes there was no evidence for linkage disequilibrium between alleles at the two loci (control subjects: Z a = 4.0, df= 6, p = 0.68; Type 2 diabetic subjects: Z z = 3.6, df= 6, p = 0.73; all subjects: Z 2 = 7.3, dr= 8, p = 0.51).
Loglinear analysis of genotype data confirmed these results. The interaction term between GCK(5') genotype and disease status (control vs Type 2 diabetic subjects only) was not a significant contributor to the overall model (p--0.27) in contrast to that between GCK(3') genotype and disease status (p = 0.023). The interaction of GCK(3') genotype and GCK(5') genotype was also nonsignificant (p = 0.34) in keeping with linkage equilibrium between the two marker loci.
The effects of alleles on continuous variables including age of onset of Type 2 diabetes, body mass index (kg/m 2) (control subjects alone and all subjects) and random blood glucose (control subjects only) were studied by comparison of those possessing one or more copy of a particular allele with those not possessing the allele. The age of onset of diabetes differed at the GCK(5') locus (139-positive (n = 152) 36.7(11.7) years (mean (SD)) vs 139-negative (n=16) 30.7(8.2)years (p=0.049): 141-positive (n --66) 33.8(11.3) years vs 141-negative (n --102) 37.7(ll.5)years (p = 0.036)), but these differences were not significant after correction for multiple comparisons.
Linkage analysis
The results of linkage analysis are shown in Table 8 . Since there were no obligatory recombinants between GCK(3') and GCK(5') (maximal inter-marker lod score = 9.19 at All analyses shown were performed using MLINK with the recombination fraction (03,5,) between the two markers set to zero. IGT, impaired glucose tolerance; inf, infinity 03,5--0) results are shown for an inter-marker distance of zero. However, analysis was also performed with 03,5, = 0.001 (i.e. 0.1% recombination) given the likely physical distance between the markers: lod scores (as derived from location scores) were not appreciably altered except in the case of models 2,3 and 9 where the lod scores changed to (values given for lod scores at the two markers) -infinity/-3.34 (model 2), -3.67/-3.27 (model 3) and -infinity/-1.42 (model 9). Given that glucokinase is a candidate gene, the lod scores at the lowest recombination fractions between disease and marker loci can be used to assess evidence for and against linkage. Significant evidence against linkage between glucokinase and diabetes in these families (cumulative lod score <-2.0 at 0d = 0) is thus available for 5 of the 10 models employed: linkage is unlikely under the other models (lod score in the range -1 to -2).
No evidence for genetic heterogeneity could be adduced using the program HOMOG on a selection of those models with the most significantly negative lod scores. For example, using the output from model 2 there was no significant evidence for heterogeneity over homogeneity (2; : 0.8, dr= 1,p = 0.39).
Analysis of the power of this study to exclude linkage (using SIMLINK) indicated that, even when the simulated marker locus was assumed to be linked to a diabetessusceptibility gene in only 50 % of families, the interval of lod scores lying within 3 SD of the mean lod score obtained in the SIMLINK analysis did not include the lod score obtained for the corresponding model using the observed data from the two glucokinase markers.
Discussion
The results obtained in this study of Type 2 diabetes in South Indian subjects indicate that the glucokinase gene is not a major gene responsible for the majority of the genetic susceptibility to this form of diabetes in South India. However, the evidence of a positive population-association together with negative linkage is consistent with a minor role for glucokinase in this population.
Dravidians are considered on anthropological and genetic grounds to share common ancestry with Europid and other Caucasoid groups [41] and the fact that the alleles seen at these markers were also those reported in other Caucasoid populations [22, 31, 32] (and distinct from those reported in other ethnic groups [20, 21, 31] ) is in keeping with this. These results, therefore, extend the positive findings for the GCK(3') marker observed in Mauritian Creoles [20] and US Blacks [21] to a Caucasoid population for the first time. In contrast to our findings, a study of Indian subjects living in Mauritius has failed to find any association between diabetes and the GCK(3') marker [20] . The Indian community on Mauritius originates from several areas of the subcontinent, including Bombay and Calcutta as well as Madras (and therefore includes Dravidians and non-Dravidians) [42] and these differences in ethnic background offer an explanation for the contrasting findings.
The two markers under study are separated by at least 50 kb and straddle the coding region of the gene [15] . In South Indians these two loci are in linkage equilibrium, as has been suggested in other populations [33] . The positive association is consistent with the interpretation that a mutation in the glucokinase gene, which is in linkage disequilibrium with the GCK(3') but not the GCK(5') marker, contributes to the genetic susceptibility to Type 2 diabetes in South India.
Although population-association studies have the capacity to demonstrate quite subtle genetic effects [43] they are susceptible to a number of well-documented methodological difficulties which may result in false positive findings [1, 43] . Inappropriate matching of the ethnic origin of control and diabetic subjects is one potential cause of spurious positive results. In distinction to the other groups in which positive results have been described, the South Indian population has not been subject to major migration, invasion or interethnic mating in recent generations. Consequently, Dravidians are more likely to represent an ethnically homogeneous group with fewer opportunities for unobserved ethnic differences between the diabetic and control groups. Selection of an appropriate control group is a critical matter in any population-association study, a problem worsened in studies of Type 2 diabetes by the relatively late age of onset of disease and the absence of a suitable biochemical marker of diabetes risk. Choosing a control group which is relatively old (with respect to the typical age of onset of disease) minimises the possibility that individuals destined to develop diabetes in later life will be included within the control group and thereby reduces the risk of a false negative result. However, if the control group is too old they may represent a group selected for longevity, in which case any genetic effects uncovered may be related to survival rather than to the disease under study. The control subjects studied here had a mean age of 36 years: the mean age of diagnosis of Type 2 diabetes in the outpatient clinic in Madras is 44 years. It is inevitable therefore that the control group includes some individuals who will develop diabetes in the future but their numbers are likely to be modest given the slow progression of glucose intolerance and the normal glucose results obtained at entry to the study, together with the absence of a positive family history. Furthermore, the effect of any such individuals would be to reduce, rather than exaggerate, the magnitude of differences between the groups at the GCK(3') locus.
In the Type 1 diabetic individuals, the allele frequencies observed at the GCK(3') locus were intermediate between those of the control and the Type 2 diabetic subjects. Given the high prevalence of Type 2 diabetes (and hence of any diabetes-susceptibility genes) in South India [24, 25] and the differing genetic bases of the two forms of glucose intolerance, this is entirely consistent with our main findings. The control subjects have been selected to represent a population with a particularly low prevalence of Type 2 diabetes-susceptibility genes, as evidenced by the fact that none has a family history of Type 2 diabetes. The Type i diabetic subjects (18 % of whom reported a family history of Type 2 diabetes) would be expected to have a prevalence of Type 2 diabetes-susceptibility genes similar to that of the general population, and intermediate between those of the non-diabetic control and the Type 2 diabetic subjects.
The identification of a positive association between the glucokinase marker and Type 2 diabetes has two important corollaries. In each population which has revealed a positive association [20, 21] , diabetes has been associated with a different allele at the GCK(3') locus. This indicates that the polymorphic repeat itself is unlikely to have any direct effect on the functioning of the glucokinase gene but instead acts as a marker in linkage disequilibrium with a pathogenic mutation within the coding or regulatory region of the glucokinase gene.
Secondly, the presence of a positive association implies, not only that glucokinase plays a role in common Type 2 diabetes, but also that a single mutation is responsible for a substantial component of that effect within the population under study. If a number of mutations of the glucokinase gene were common within South Indian diabetic subjects, it is likely that each would be in linkage disequilibrium with a different allele at the GCK(3') locus, and that an association with one particular allele would be lost. This is in contrast to the evidence from pedigree studies in British and French Caucasoids [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] which have shown that a wide variety of different mutations underlie glucokinase-linked glucose intolerance in MODY, and that many of these mutations are observed in only one pedigree.
639
In order to evaluate further the positive association detected in Dravidians, linkage analysis was performed on a large number of nuclear Dravidian pedigrees. We found that linkage between the glucokinase gene and glucose intolerance (whether or not defined as including IGT) is highly unlikely under some models and excluded under others.
There are several potential explanations for the combination of positive association with negative linkage observed in South Indian subjects with Type 2 diabetes. The association demonstrated may be spurious, reflecting a type 2 error resulting from sampling bias or methodological deficiencies (e.g. hidden population stratification, survivor effects). Although we have no reason to suspect that any of these applies in this study, we would consider a positive population-association study such as this as a preliminary indicator of likely genetic involvement which requires confirmation, both by population-association studies in other populations and ultimately by other methodologies (by linkage analysis or molecular scanning, or both).
Alternatively, our findings would also be obtained if glucokinase is acting as a minor gene for Type 2 diabetes. Though linkage analysis has undisputed power to identify maj or genes segregating within genetically-homogeneous families, linkage analysis is highly sensitive to non-allelic genetic heterogeneity; this rapidly increases the number of pedigrees required to demonstrate linkage as the proportion of linked families declines [44, 45] . Linkage analysis is also limited in its capacity to detect the effects of minor or 'susceptibility' loci (alleles which increase risk of a disease but which are neither necessary nor sufficient for disease expression) [46] . The failure to detect positive evidence for linkage in this study may therefore indicate one or both of the following possibilities: a) the glucokinase gene acts as a 'major' gene but only in a minority of families (multigenic heterogeneity) and/or b) the glucokinase gene acts as a minor 'susceptibility' locus in a substantial number of pedigrees (polygenic heterogeneity). Either of these could result in positive association but negative linkage. Tests of homogeneity, such as that implemented by HOMOG [38] , do, in principle, allow an assessment of multigenic heterogeneity by testing the hypothesis that the pedigrees under study can be divided into those linked and those not linked to the locus concerned. However, the power of this method is poor when small nuclear pedigrees are employed [39] since each pedigree makes only a small (and individually statistically insignificant) contribution to the cumulative lod score. The negative results of homogeneity tests here may therefore reflect insufficient power to demonstrate multigenic heterogeneity rather than its absence. No firm conclusions can therefore be drawn as to the manner in which the glucokinase locus may exert a 'minor' effect, although the linkage simulation studies using SIMLINK effectively exclude the possibility that the glucokinase gene contributes as a major gene to diabetes-susceptibility in more than 50 % of the families under study.
In summary, we have demonstrated that in South Indian subjects, an association exists between a marker adjacent to the glucokinase gene and Type 2 diabetes. Link-age analysis indicates that glucokinase is not a major gene contributing to the development of diabetes in this population, although the minor role in the development of Type 2 diabetes suggested by the positive association is not excluded by the results of the linkage analysis. Molecular screening techniques, such as singlestranded conformational polymorphism (SSCP) [47] , will permit us to screen the glucokinase gene for pathogenic mutations and more precisely define the relationship of the glucokinase gene to Type 2 diabetes in this population.
